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Please print and place this letter in the relevant file for public record. 

Dear Sir or Madam,

I wish to convey my support for the Resolution before you.

The use of human shields violates international humanitarian law. It is well documented that Hamas
and other terrorist organizations, operate in violation of the Law of War, as they encourage, even
demand, that their civilians place themselves in the firing line of Israeli defensive fire. This can be
witnessed in 'public service announcements' from Hamas to the civilians of Gaza, where citizens are
advised to not seek shelter, but martyr themselves and their children instead.

Hamas, and other terrorist organizations, fire rockets from within schools, hospitals and mosques, in
anticipation of return defensive fire from Israel. They ensure that as many civilians as possible collect
in these areas for sacrificing as human shields.

Hamas further violates the Law of War by firing indiscriminately into civilian populations throughout
Israel. To date there have been in excess of 3,500 rockets launched in the past four weeks. It is my
understanding that many of Hamas's own rockets misfire and kill/injure Palestinian civilians, however
the deaths are erroneously attributed to Israeli defense operations.

Millions of Israeli civilians live under constant disruption and threat of attack, as they have done for the
past four weeks, due to Hamas' indiscriminate rocket fire. I have personal knowledge of this as many
members of my family have spent the greater part of four weeks underground in bomb shelters. The
children are afraid to go to school, out to play, fearful even to simply leave their homes. This rocket
attack on civilians is most certainly a violation of international humanitarian law on the part of Hamas.



To help me comprehend the Israeli position better, I recently downloaded an APP to my cellphone,
called Red Alert. When a rocket is launched by Hamas on Israel and sirens go off, an alarm on my
phone triggers. I have spent some very sleepless nights at the hands of this APP, in order to understand
what it might be like to be under constant threat from bombing. I will never fully understand. Some
days there are hundreds of rockets. We lucky Angelenos will never fully comprehend what it would be
like to live as victims of even one rocket attack, yet innocent Israeli civilians are inundated day in and
day out. I urge you to download this APP for one week, even one day, and imagine having only 15
seconds to get your children and loved ones to safety.

The fact that Hamas have built terror tunnels under Israeli soil, leading up into villages, and towns, (in
one case a childrens' playground) and have already used them in abducting and murdering Israeli
citizens, is surely a violation of the Law of War.

Furthermore, these tunnels of terror begin underneath heavily populated civilian landmarks in Gaza,
such as schools and mosques, and in residential areas. These tunnels are storage for rockets, munitions
and operatives for Hamas personnel — all at the risk of civilian lives in Gaza.

I believe that Israel drops leaflets, makes announcements, places phone calls and sends text messages
to the Palestinian people in Gaza warning them in advance of an imminent attack and goes to
extraordinary lengths to target only terrorist sites, yet Hamas urges residents to ignore these warnings.
This is another example of how Hamas uses its people as human shields.

I support you in opposing the use of human shields, as consistent with international law, and thus in
preserving the lives of innocent bystanders in armed conflicts. I denounce the use of human shields as
typically used by Hamas, al Qaeda, Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIS) and other foreign
terrorist organizations.

I emphatically support United States House of Representatives and United States Senate, H. Con. Res
107 and S. Con Res. 41 which denounces the use of civilians as human shields by Hamas and other
terrorist organizations in violation of humanitarian law.

Respectfully, I ask that you please SUPPORT this Resolution, for the sake of preserving precious
human lives on both sides of this conflict, and other such wars on mankind, where human shields are
used by Hamas, ISIS, al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations.

Sincerely,

Ilana Marosi
Stakeholder, City of Los Angeles


